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Abstract

In modern biological research, OMICs techniques, such as genomics, proteomics
or metabolomics, are often employed to gain deep insights into metabolic reg-
ulations and biochemical perturbations in response to a specific research ques-
tion. To gain complementary biologically relevant information, multiOMICs,
i.e., several different OMICs measurements on the same specimen, is becoming
increasingly frequent. To be able to take full advantage of this complemen-
tarity, joint analysis of such multiOMICs data is necessary, but this is yet an
underdeveloped area.

In this thesis, a theoretical background is given on general component-based
methods for dimensionality reduction such as PCA, PLS for single block anal-
ysis, and multiblock PLS for co-analysis of OMICs data. This is followed by a
rotation of an unsupervised analysis method. The aim of this method is to divide
dimensionality-reduced data in block-distinct and common variance partitions,
using the DISCO-SCA approach.

Finally, an algorithm for a similar rotation of a supervised (PLS) solution is
presented using data available in the literature. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time that such an approach for rotation of a supervised analysis
in block-distinct and common partitions has been developed and tested. This
newly developed DISCO-PLS algorithm clearly showed an increased potential
for visualisation and interpretation of data, compared to standard PLS. This is
shown by biplots of observation scores and multiblock variable loadings.

Keywords:
PCA, PLS, supervised multiblock analysis, common and distinctive vari-
ation.
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Nomenclature

Most of the recurring letters, symbols and abbreviations are described here.

x, y, z, ... or x1, x2, x3, ... Variables
I Identity matrix
aij Matrix element of the i -th row and j -th column
AT Transposed matrix A
X Matrix of predictor variables
Y Matrix of response variables
EX Matrix of X-residuals
EY Matrix of Y-residuals
T ,P ,W Score, loading and weight matrix for X
U ,Q Score and loading matrix for Y
OMICs technologies such as genomics, proteomics and

metabolomics
PCA Principal Component Analysis
PC Principal Component
PCR Principal COmponent Regression
SVD Singular Value Decompositions
NIPALS Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares
PLS Partial Least Squares
MBPLS Multi Block PLS
DISCO Distinct and Common component analysis
SCA Simultaneous Component Analysis
JIVE Joint and Individual Variation Explained
O2-PLS Orthogonal filtering 2 block PLS
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Introduction

In current biological research, OMICs technologies such as genomics, proteomics
and metabolomics are frequently employed to give comprehensive overviews of
how specific research questions are associated with or reflected in the genetic,
proteomic or metabolomic level [13]. These measurements will provide highly
detailed biological information, but will also give rise to large data sets with
oftentimes substantially more variables than observations and therefore mathe-
matically under-determined systems. There is therefore a need for data analyt-
ical tools capable of delivering interpretable results. The data offer a statistical
challenge since they in general contain a high degree of noise and collinearities.
Component-based dimension reduction methodologies, such as principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) or partial least squares (PLS) are therefore frequently used
for data analysis in the OMICs fields [20]. Furthermore, the respective OMICs
disciplines, will to a large extent generate non-redundant information. Con-
sequently, to achieve such complementarity, many biological experiments will
analyse biospecimen by two or more exploratory OMICs techniques. The chal-
lenge is thus even greater, through the need for joint analysis of these multiple
data sets.

To address joint analysis of multiple data blocks, i.e., data partitions origi-
nating from different sets of measurements on the same set of samples/individuals,
several methods have been proposed. Elastic nets combine Ridge and Lasso re-
gression for accurate model predictions [10, p. 69]. There are also other types of
dimension reducing methods such as multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) [27] and
t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) [14] adapted for captur-
ing non-linear structures in data. This thesis will, however, focus on component
based methods being discrete in their way of reducing the number of variables as
opposed to methods allowing the variable coefficients being many and close to
zero. Previous effort to apply rotation to component-based methods (specifically
designed to enhance interpretability) have focused on unsupervised methodol-
ogy, as recently reviewed by van der Kloet et al. [21]. However, these methods
do not take into consideration covariance with a response vector. Therefore they
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2 Contents

are not necessarily well suited for an analysis in which the variation in relation to
a specific research question is systematic but only constitutes a smaller fraction
of the total variance, and hence will be over looked by the unsupervised method.

The data in question for this thesis is assumed being normal (gaussian). In
biological research, not all data will conform to these limitations. To address
these data types, other methods will need to be developed.

Although the methods discussed in this thesis are applied to biological data,
the methods are generalizable and not limited to biological data: for exam-
ple stock market or chemical data could be analyzed using similar or identical
methods [1], [23].



Aims

The aim of this thesis was to develop a tool for improved visualization and
interpretability of a PLS regression of a concatenated X matrix on a single
response Y vector where the Y vector and each partition, or block, of the X
matrix represents data measured by a separate OMICs technique. The aim was
addressed by applying a rotation of a PLS solution thereby separating variance
into block-distinctive and common partitions. The rotation was achieved by
the DISCO algorithm, which has previously successfully been applied on corre-
sponding unsupervised multiblock PCA solutions [22].

Chapters 1 through 5 provides a theoretical background by introducing con-
cepts, multivariate statistical analysis methods, algorithms and plots for inter-
pretation. The application of the DISCO-PLS method is examined in detail
in chapters 6 and 7. The final algorithm for DISCO-PLS is packaged in R
(SuperDISCO package) and is yet unpublished.
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Chapter 1

Linear regression models

Given a design matrix X of q variables measured n times

X : n× q,

a linear regression model in matrix notation is expressed as

Y = XB +E : n×N, (1.1)

where X is the observation matrix X = (X1, . . . ,Xq) : n × q, with each Xj

being an observation vector XT
j = (X1,j , . . . , Xn,j), B is the regression matrix

B = (B1, . . . ,BN ) : q ×N, with each Bj being a vector BT
j = (β1,j , . . . , βq,j)

of regression coefficients, and where E is the stochastic residual matrix E =
(E1, . . . ,EN ) : n×N with each Ej being a residual vector ET

j = (ε1j , . . . , εnj).

The least squares estimate of the regression coefficients is

B̂ = (XTX)−XTY .

Linear refers to two aspects: firstly, the model being linear in the parameters,
which for a single real-valued output is visible in this form

Y = β +

n∑
j=

Xjβj +E,

with β for the intercept and β, . . . ,βp the regression coefficients, and sec-
ondly, and secondly, that a linear approximation is feasible. Note that these
aspects does not concern the variables Xj not being interrelated in some linear
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6 Chapter 1. Linear regression models

or non linear way (e.g., Xj = X
j+).

An encouraging result on the matter of regression is the Gauss-Markov the-
orem. Hastie [10, p. 52] expresses the result of the theorem: "the least squares
estimator has the smallest mean squared error of all linear estimators with no
bias". So, as long as no regression coefficients are set to zero, the prediction
error is minimal.

In this chapter, these aspects of regression will be dealt with initially as a
general framework of regression, and then specific multivariate regression models
will be presented in order of increasing complexity.

1.1 Regressions, bias and variance

Many OMICs measurements often contain 102 − 105 or even more variables,
depending on the OMICs field and the choice of analytical technique. To attain
interpretability it is often a prerequisite to substantially reduce the number of
variables. This is of course not an easy task. According to the Gauss-Markov
theorem variable reduction comes at the cost of higher prediction error and in-
evitably, interpretability comes at a cost.

1.2 The regression models in this thesis

Another viable option is to perform dimensionality reduction by projection of
variables and observations onto so-called latent variables [4]. This is frequently
performed in chemometry and other disciplines in a family of component-based
solutions, most notably in the forms of principal component analysis (PCA) and
partial least squares regression (PLS).

PCA is the first model presented in this thesis. It is not in itself a regression
model, but is often used as a preliminary step when creating prediction models.
PCA is used for summarizing sample variability through principal components
(PC:s). The PC:s can then be further analyzed to reveal simpler structures un-
derlying the data. Johnson and Wichern presents an illustrative example based
on a census on five socioeconomic variables that shows that two of five variables
are sufficient in explaining the structure of the sample variance in a study [11].
PCA is used in fields ranging from neuroscience to computer graphics [16]. PCA
constitutes an unsupervised method in that its working principle is to optimize
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the variance in independent X data, whereas the second method presented,
partial least squares (PLS) is a so-called supervised method, and it’s working
principle is to optimize covariance between predictor and response variables.
The aim is to find the X and Y variables that covariate maximally and linearly
connect these variables within vectors called score vectors or latent components
[15]. PLS is thus in itself a regression model.

The third model presented is multiblock PLS (MBPLS), which is an extended
PLS for several X matrices fused into one, where each matrix is referred to as a
block. The method is applicable in process monitoring [23] and in biology and
chemistry when anlayzing multiple spectroscopic samples per specimen [26].
The last model presented is DISCO. It combines PCA adapted for two or more
X blocks with a method used to separate data correlated only within each block
from data correlated between the blocks through a rotational step.





Chapter 2

Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis was invented in 1901 by the mathematician and
biostatistician K. Pearson. According to Erikson et al. principal component
analysis undeniably "forms the basis for multivariate data analysis" [4, p. 33].

It should be noted that PCA in some literature pertains to a regression
model without this being mentioned, and in some literature this is clarified
by the abbreviation PCR. Bearing this in mind, the context will reveal what
is intended and confusion may be avoided. In this text the regression model
is abbreviated PCR, the principal component analysis PCA and the principal
components PC:s.

PCR is a linear model and can be written in the same form as equation (1.1),
namely

Ŷ = ZB̂, (2.1)

where B̂ are the regression coefficients B̂ = (B̂1, . . . , B̂N ) with each B̂j being
a vector B̂T

j = (β̂1,j , . . . , β̂q,j) of regression coefficients and Z are independent
variables derived from X. Z are called the principal components of X. The
definition of these and their properties are explained next.

2.1 The PCA method
PCA is a method for simplifying the complex structure of a data set using the
variance of the data set. The purpose is to reduce dimensionality, and thereby
complexity, without losing the descriptive power of data. This is performed by
linearly combining the variables with the objective of also preserving the largest
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10 Chapter 2. Principal component analysis

possible amount of the structured variance.

Let X = (X1,X2, . . . ,XN ) be the data matrix from equation (1.1) with
observations in the row direction and variables for these observations in the
column direction. Further, let the observations come from some distribution
with population mean E(X) = µ = (µ1, . . . ,µN ) and covariance cov(X,X) =
Σ(X). µ is estimated by

µ̂ = X̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Xi,

and Σ with the sample covariance matrix

S =
1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

(
Xi − X̄

) (
Xi − X̄

)T
=

1

N − 1
X(IN −

1

N
N

T
N )XT .

The variables Xi are often mean centered [25] due to the fact that the units
of measurement are not adjusted to be the same proportion or the fact that
measurements are on scales differing largely in range from each other. Let
X∗ = X − X̄N

T . This leads to

S =
1

N − 1
X∗X∗T . (2.2)

In order to get hold of the principal components, the eigenvectors and eigen-
values of S are needed. Since S is a square matrix it can be factorized through
eigenvalue decomposition [1], [11]:

S = QΛQ−, (2.3)

where QT = (e1, e2, . . . , en) is the matrix of normalized eigenvectors of S, and
Λ is the diagonal matrix

Λ =


λ1 0 · · · 0
0 λ2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · λn

 , (2.4)

containing the eigenvalues of S, where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn ≥ 0.
The principal components, PCi, can now be defined as Z = XQ, and the
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first PC is defined as X∗e, where the eigenvector e1 is associated with the
largest eigenvalue λ1. From equation (2.1) we get the regression model Ŷ =
ZB̂ = XQB̂. When corrected for the mean, the regression model gets the
following expression

Ŷk = Ȳ I +

k∑
i=1

B̂iXiei, (2.5)

where Ȳ = 1
N

∑N
i=1 Yi and I is the N ×N identity matrix.

2.2 Deciding the number of PC:s
From equation (2.2) the variances of the X-variables are found along the di-
agonal of S. The sum of the elements of the main diagonal, i.e., the trace,
equals

tr(S) = tr(QΛQT ) = tr(ΛQTQ) = tr(Λ) = λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λn.

Therefore, the sum of the eigenvalues equals the total population variance. This
implies that the variance explained by the kth PC is

λk∑n
i=1 λi

, (2.6)

and this result aids in deciding how many principal components shall account
for the total number of variables (n).

A scree plot is a visualization of the above. Eigenvalues in order of mag-
nitude are plotted against their number. The graph describes the amount of
variance explained by each eigenvalue, or to which extent variance is explained
by successive addition of components. In Figure 2.1, eigenvalues λi, i ≥ 3, are
of approximately the same size and small compared to λ1 and λ2 implying that
two components could be sufficient in explaining the total variance. As a pre-
caution this should be checked with equation (2.6) preventing introduction of
operator bias.

2.3 Importance of the variables, scores, loadings
and biplots

In the nomenclature within the field, it is established practice to use scores, T ,
and loadings, P , for interpretation of a PCA. The principal components, defined
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Figure 2.1: A scree plot based on PCA of the classical Fisher’s Iris data set
using the programming environment R.

as

PC1 = X∗e1, PC2 = X∗e2, . . . , PCn = X∗en, (2.7)

enables interpretation of the importance of a certain variable, xik, through the
corresponding element eik of the eigenvector, ei. This element is called the
loading for variable xi. Equivalently put, loadings are the eigenvector elements
of a PC.
Scores are the projections of the elements of X∗ onto the direction of a PC.
Scores for x1 is then t1 =

∑n
1 e1,ixi,1.

With this notation introduced the result of a PCA now can be expressed as

X∗ = TP T +E, (2.8)

where T is the score matrix and P the loading matrix and E the residuals, and
with mean-centered data in analogy with equation (2.5), the relationship looks
like

X = X̄ + TP T +E.

This notation highlights that the mean is subtracted from the data prior to
eigenvalue decomposition.

There are several plots used for interpretation of a PCA. Score plots show
scores as projections on two PC:s whereas loading plots show the individual
variable contributions to the PC:s. Presented here is a combination of these
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called a biplot (Figure 2.2), bi referring to both scores and loadings being pre-
sented by projection of data and variables onto the PC:s. A biplot is a powerful
tool of analysis and as a basis for a presentation of its usefulness the so called
Fisher’s Iris data is used. It has been used in numerous examples and so will
be here. The data is a part of the programming environment R standard set up
and has been analyzed using the same software.

The data comprises measurements of sepal and petal length and width for
three species of the genus Iris. With 50 samples from each species this mounts
to a 150 x 4 data matrix. A PCA in R using the function call prcomp gave the
results shown in Table 2.1.

PCA of Fisher’s Iris data set - variance
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

Standard deviation 1.7125 0.9524 0.36470 0.16568
Proportion of Variance 0.7331 0.2268 0.03325 0.00686
Cumulative Proportion 0.7331 0.9599 0.99314 1.00000

Table 2.1: Data for the four principal components of the Iris data set.

The cumulative proportion of variance as a scree plot (Figure 2.1) offers a
quick way of deciding the appropriate number of PC:s, which in this example is
two, to use in the further analysis.

The R function summary reveals the loadings, as seen in Table 2.2.

PCA of Fisher’s Iris data set - variable loadings
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

Sepal.Length 0.5038236 -0.45499872 0.7088547 0.19147575
Sepal.Width -0.3023682 -0.88914419 -0.3311628 -0.09125405
Petal.Length 0.5767881 -0.03378802 -0.2192793 -0.78618732
Petal.Width 0.5674952 -0.03545628 -0.5829003 0.58044745

Table 2.2: Loadings for the variables of the four principal components of the
Iris data set.

Samples in the Iris data set are visualized as numbers and variables as ar-
rows. The left vertical and lower horizontal axis show normalized scores. The
right vertical and upper horizontal axis show loadings and are used to interpret
the arrows in the plot, i.e., the correlation of the variables and their relative
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importance to the components. PC1 is interpreted with respect to the horizon-
tal lower (scores) and upper (loadings) axis, whereas interpretation of PC2 is
performed by inspection of the vertical axes.

In Figure 2.2 the arrows representing petal length and petal width are hori-
zontal and aligned which means these variables are highly and positively corre-
lated. Furthermore, in th PC1-2 plane, these variables contribute only to PC1
seen by the loadings being parallel to the PC1 axis.

Figure 2.2: PCA biplot of observation scores (numbers) and variable loadings
(red arrows) for first and second PC of the Fisher Iris data set.

The direction of the sepal width arrow shows that this variable is more im-
portant in defining PC2 than PC1, which is confirmed by the almost three times
as large loading value for PC2 than for PC1 , -0.89 vs -0.30 (Table 2.2). The
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sepal length loadings should be almost equal for PC1 and PC2 but with opposite
signs since its angular deviation from the PC1 axis is downwards approximately
45◦. This is confirmed from Table 2.2 as well. This way of projecting data onto
the plane spanned by the first and second PC explains in the example 96 % of
the total variance, according to Table 2.1 and thereby the biplot also shows that
these two principal components serve as an accurate dimensionality reduction
explaining the major part of the sample variance.

In the biplot, two clusters of observations are clearly separated in the PC1
direction. This means, according to the loading values, that flowers with large
petals and flowers with small petals cluster separately. In the PC2 direction, no
such clear distinction is visible; within the group of large petal flowers there are
both specimen with large and small sepal width and length. Note the almost
perpendicular angle between sepal length and width loadings, indicating that
these variables are almost uncorrelated.

Next we will turn to another matrix factorization method. It is the basis for
a computational algorithm used for PCA and PCR [7].

2.4 Singular value decomposition and PCA

Let X∗, as before, be a data matrix with rank r. Then its singular value
decomposition (SVD) is

X∗ = UΣV T . (2.9)

This is a standard notation for SVD, but note that the matrix U within the field
of component based multivariate analysis is also the standard notation for the
score matrix of Y . The context, though, will make it clear which is intended.
Both U and V are orthogonal matrices, spanning the column space and row
space ofX∗ respectively [1, p. 634]. The columns of V are the principal compo-
nent directions ofX∗ [10, p. 66]. Σ is a rectangular diagonal matrix containing
the singular values, si, of X∗. The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of X∗,
i.e., S = 1

N−1X
∗X∗T , are related to the singular values of X∗ as λi = s2i .

By arranging the singular values in order of their magnitude the significance of
the components is ordered, thus corresponding to the structure of equation (2.4).

The SVD of X can also be written as the sum

X∗ =

r∑
1

siUiV
T
i = s1U1V

T
1 + · · ·+ srUrV

T
r , (2.10)
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where Ui is the i -th column of the matrix U from the SVD and Vi the i -th
column of the corresponding V matrix from the same SVD. Each term is a
matrix of rank one.

The fact presented earlier, that the columns of V contains the principal
component directions of X, enables following equality

X = UΣV T = TP T ,

with UΣ = T and V = P .

Now, making use of equation (2.10) leads to

X∗ =

r∑
1

siUiV
T
i = T1P

T
1 + · · ·+ TrP

T
r , (2.11)

which gives rise to a powerful algorithm for calculation of PC:s presented in the
next section.

One difference between eigenvalue and singular value decomposition is the
order in which the information about the PC:s is achieved: eigenvalue decom-
position delivers the PC:s and from that the scores and loadings, whereas SVD
delivers the scores and loadings and implicitly the PC:s. A numerical advantage
with SVD compared to eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix is,
according to Budnar et al., that calculation of the covariance matrix can cause
loss of precision [3].

2.5 The Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares
algorithm (NIPALS)

The NIPALS is from its name easily associated with the method Partial Least
Squares (PLS), which is the next statistical method portrayed, and is one of
several PLS algorithms. However, a slight modification of NIPALS gives an
algorithm for calculating PC:s in the fashion of equation (2.11), and according
to Worley et al. NIPALS is a numerically stable algorithm [26].

Let, through this section, X be a standardized matrix, i.e. a matrix where
each Xj has mean zero and variance one. Further, in accordance with the
accepted nomenclature within the field (e.g. [7], [23] and [25]) let ti, pi, ui and
wi denote vectors hitherto denoted by capital letters. From equations (2.8) and
(2.11) a residual matrix Ej can be expressed as
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E1 = X − t1pT1 ,

and this is the heart of NIPALS: X is in this manner repeatedly deflated and a
residual matrix Ek is calculated in each step of the iterative algorithm:

E1 = X − t1pT1 , E2 = E1 − t2pT2 , . . . ,Er−1 = Er−2 − tr−2pTr−2.

Table 2.3 presents pseudo code for NIPALS as shown by Geladi [7] and West-
erhuis et. al. [23]. In this way the scores and loadings, and implicitly, the PC:s
are derived.

NIPALS algorithm for PCA
(i) Standardize each xj to have covariance one and zero mean
(ii) Take tstart = some xj

(iii) p = Xtstart/t
T
t X loading

(iv) Normalilze p to ||p|| = 1

(v) tnew = Xp/p
T
p X score

If tnew equals tstart of the preceding iteration,
stop. Else go to step (ii).

(vi) Deflation, i.e., setting X equal
to the residual.
X1 = X − tpT

Table 2.3: Algorithm for PCA (adapted from Geladi [7]).

2.6 A few words on PCR

PCR is a regression method in two steps. After performing PCA on X, the
regression is performed. This way of regressing deserves some attention. Firstly
the method assumes that finding variables responsible for largest variation in
X also best will predict Y . This assumption may not be correct. Secondly,
the regression model is not tested for prediction accuracy. It has the advantage
though of reducing the number of variables and hence improving interpretabil-
ity, but the prediction error is not taken into consideration.
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We’ll turn next to a method that includes the response matrix Y by max-
imizing the correlation of X and Y , thereby considering the prediction error
aswell as creating a regression model.



Chapter 3

Partial Least Squares

Partial Least Squares (PLS) is an invention of the Swedish statistician Herman
Wold and has since its presentation in 1974 become a popular statistical analysis
method [12]. The name is originally a reference to NIPALS, hence the "least
squares" abbreviation, but it has also come to stand for Projection to Latent
Structures [26].

There are several versions of PLS such as orthogonal PLS (O-PLS and O2-
PLS) and several others. We will initially focus on PLS as a basis of analyzing
multiblock -PLS (MBPLS), a form of PLS that handles the case when theX and
Y matrices contain several submatrices.

According to Wold et al. [25] PLS works well even though data are cor-
related, noisy and the number of variables large compared to the number of
measurements, which is often the case in the OMICs field with data stemming
from e.g., spectrometers and chromatographs.

Compared to PCA, which exclusively takes X into account, PLS takes the
predictor matrix X and response matrix Y into account simultaneously. This
results in a decomposition for both X and Y in scores and loadings. The
second major difference compared to PCA, is that PLS is maximizing covariance
between predictor and response variables, not just variance within X. The aim
is to find one (or several) variable(s) that explains the fundamental dependence
structure between the matrices. These variables are called latent variables and
are explained below.

Petters, 2017. 19



20 Chapter 3. Partial Least Squares

3.1 Scaling and standardization

Data describing different variables and data stemming from different measure-
ments may be scaled differently. This has to be taken into careful consideration
since PCA and PLS will interpret larger numbers as higher variance and co-
variance respectively. In other words, neither PCA nor PLS is scale invariant.
Preprocessing, such that each xi and yi, i.e., each column of the predictor and
response matrices respectively, has mean 0 and covariance 1, or other variance
structures, is therefore important for the analysing step.

3.2 The PLS method

The following prerequisites of X and Y are assumed:

X∗ = TP T +EX =
∑

thph
T +EX ,

Y ∗ = UQT +EY =
∑

uhqh
T +EY ,

(3.1)

where T and U are the scores, P and Q are the loadings and EX and EY the
residuals, as for PCA. These equations represent only the decomposition of X
and Y after applying the NIPALS algorithm above to the matrices respectively,
but since the objective is covariance and prediction through regression, a con-
nection between X and Y must be established. Therefore a few changes in the
algorithm are made and two additional concepts are introduced. The X-scores
represent the X matrix and they are used as estimates of Y by another name,
latent variables, and denoted t. The second additional concept introduced is
weights, w. Weights is the correlation between a column of Y and X defined
as

w =
XTyj
||XTyj ||

.

The function of weights is to transform X to latent variables, i.e., t = Xw.
The weights reveal in what way the original variables contribute to the latent
variables in terms of correlation with Y , i.e., t = Xw is a correlation matrix.
Furthermore, weights are orthogonal, as the PC:s are orthogonal in PCA, which
facilitates interpretation.

The NIPALS algorithm stops when ||tstart−tnew||
||tnew|| < ε, ε being about 10−6 to

10−8 [25], as seen in step (v) in the algorithm.
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3.3 NIPALS

The adapted NIPALS for PLS is given in Table 3.1 and shows how one compo-
nent, t, at the time is calculated.

NIPALS algorithm for PLS
(i) Standardize each xj and yj to have covariance one and mean zero
(ii) Take ustart = some yj and tstart = some xj

(iii) wT = XTustart/u
Tu

(iv) Normalilze w to ||w|| = 1

(v) tnew = Xw/w
T
w

If tnew equals tstart of the preceding iteration stop, else go to step (ii).
(vi) q = Y T t/t

T
t

(vii) u = Y q
Deflation, i.e., setting X and Y equal to the residuals.

(viii) p = XT t/t
T
t

(ix) X1 = X − tpT

(x) Y1 = Y − tqT

Table 3.1: NIPALS algorithm (adapted from Westerhuis et al. [23]).

The sequence of latent components is collected from the iterations together
with the loading vectors, p and used for interpretation as for PCA. The load-
ing vectors are linear combinations of the variables where the loadings are the
coefficients. The magnitude of the variable coefficients therefore reveal which of
the variables contribute mostly to the covariance.

3.4 Interpretation of PLS: the latent variables

Let us first concentrate on the scores, t, and the prediction of Y by the first
latent component t1. From the NIPALS algorithm (Table 3.1) we derive ŷ1 =
t1q1. This is the first estimation of Y .

After deflation of the X matrix (step (ix)) the successive component is cal-
culated. Since the algorithm maximizes correlation and deflates X for every
iteration, the successive PLS components account for decreasingly less variance.
When the convergence criterion is reached,

y = ŷ + ε = t1q
T
1 + t2q

T
2 + · · ·+ tnqTn + ε
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is achieved.

3.5 Number of PLS components: prediction er-
ror and over fitting

Compared to PCA, no simple relation between the size of an eigenvalue and the
variance accounted for by the corresponding eigenvector is available for evalu-
ating the number of components needed for a well performing PLS regression
model. The aim is both to minimize the prediction error and to find a trade
off between the number of components and covariance explained. Choosing
the number of latent variables is normally done by calculating the prediction
residual sums of squares (PRESS) obtained from cross validation,

PRESS =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi(i))2.

In this statistic the subscript i denotes the i -th observation, (i) denotes the
estimated prediction ŷi from using observations (1, . . . , i− 1, i+ 1, . . . , n). This
type of cross validation (CV) is therefore called Leave One Out Cross Validation
(LOOCV). The fraction 1

n shows that the average is what indicates the accuracy
of the model.

Minimizing PRESS is pleasing but at the same time the verification of the
model has to avoid over-fitting. Since the prediction error in the simple case of a
fit-predict, i.e., where all observations are used for both model construction and
prediction, the prediction error is a monotone decreasing function of the number
of components, and therefore the larger the number of components the smaller
the error. This however is only true for one particular pair of X and Y , and
furthermore, the dimensionality reduction objective is overlooked. To avoid this
problem, the prediction error of the model is calculated on other pairs ofX and
Y and additionally with respect to the number of latent components. The data
for tuning a model in this fashion stems either from another measurement of X
and Y , or, as is common practice, from a subdivision of the data into training
and validation sets. Prediction error is then calculated for the validation sets as
a function of the number of components. An optimal number of components for
each training/validation set combination is then selected at minimum prediction
error of each validation set. Depending upon sample population size, different
proportions of training and validation sets are applied. After each modeling step,
the partitioning of data in training and validation sets is altered and an average
of the results is used to estimate the models behavior in general. CV is "practical
and reliable" according to Wold et al. [25, p. 116]. It is sometimes not sufficient,
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however, and more elaborate schemes employing nested cross validation often
need to be applied to reduce the likelihood of overfitting, according toWesterhuis
et al. [24].

3.6 Fitness metrics

Whereas PRESS is a suitable fitness criterion for a regression type problem,
classification will require other metrics.

As a way of measuring the fitness of the PLS model to data, the number of
misclassifications (NMC) will be used. This fitness metric is suitable for deter-
mining the predictive ability of a classification problem using e.g., a component
based method such as PLS [19]. In the case of analysing the Iris data (see Chap-
ter 2.3 above) with PLS, the objective is to predict a species by measurement
of sepal and petal width and length. Then a control response matrix, Ycontrol,
containing dummy variables representing the species could be useed. By using
binary dummy variables the Ycontrol matrix would code for each of the three
species according to

Ycontrol =



1 0 0
...

...
...

1 0 0
0 1 0
...

...
...

0 1 0
0 0 1
...

...
...

0 0 1


, (3.2)

where a column containin the number 1 indicates the species actually measured.

A cruical point of this evaluation is to translate the outcome of the model
to the binary control matrix Ycontrol above. This is done by letting the largest
quota represent the species predicted by the model from cross validation. For
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instance let

Ypredicted =



0.69 0.12 0.19
...

...
...

0.30 0.11 0.59
0.63 0.26 0.11
...

...
...

0.30 0.13 0.57
0.25 0.12 0.63
...

...
...

0.17 0.10 0.73


. (3.3)

The first row has the largest value in the column indicating species 1, and
hence is interpreted as a correct classification. The second row highlighted
should have its largest value in column 1 but since that is not the case, it
is a misclassification, and so on. The last row shows a correct classification.
It should be noted that a low misclassification rate could imply either a true
high prediction accuracy or model overfitting from lack of model validation. To
investigate the performance, the fitness metric should therefore be evaluated
by some other criterion or statistical test. This could be a permutation test in
which the actual model fitness is compared to a null hypothesis distribution of
fitness metrics obtained from modelling of randomly permuted data [19]. For
accuracy and completeness, a permutation test should be performed on the data
further analysed in this thesis but unfortunately falls out of scope of this thesis.

3.7 Biplots for PLS

PLS, as well as PCA, is a component based method and as for PCA, it is
possible to project data onto the components of a PLS solution. Superimposing
scores on a loading plot results in a corresponding biplot. The difference is that
for PLS this maximizes covariance between predictor and response variables,
not variance between predictor variables, but in analogy to the PCA biplot
Component 1 accounts for the largest amount of the total correlation of the
system and Component 2 the second largest. A PLS biplot for the Fischer Iris
data set is shown in Figure 3.1.

The plot displays the scores for the three species of the genus Iris (setosa,
versicolor and virginica), and the loadings for the variables petal and sepal
length and width together with the misclassifications. The PLS solution is a
two dimensional model, to be compared with the original four dimensional (vari-
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Figure 3.1: Biplot for standard PLS on the Fischers Iris data set.

able) model.

The loading arrows are, as for a PCA biplot, interpreted from their lengths
and directions which shows the importance of the corresponding variable to the
components. Scores are interpreted from their spread and their location with
regard to the variable loadings.

The direction of loadings for the variables petal length and width show that
these variables contribute almost exclusively to Component 1, while sepal width
almost exclusively contributes to Component 2. Sepal length contributes to both
components with a somewhat greater impact on Component 2. The location of
scores show that virginica have longer and wider petals than the other species
and that setosa have the smallest petals. The greater spread in the petal load-
ing direction among virginica and versicolor scores show that there is a higher
variability in petal size in these species compared to setosa. In contrast, setosa
can be attributed the largest variability with respect to sepal width.

The length of the petal length and sepal width loading arrows in conjunction
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with their nearly perpendicular directions and alignment with the Component
1 and Component 2 directions respectively show that these variables play the
most important role in this two component solution. The ability of the model
of predicting species, though, is dominated by component 1, along which the
scores cluster. This leads to the interpretation of the misclassifications.

The setosa scores forms a clearly separated cluster whereas the virginica and
versicolor clusters intersect. Not surprisingly, the misclassifications are located
in the intersection. The model should perform well in predicting setosa but less
well in predicting virginica and versicolor. The predictive ability of the model
could thus be expressed as the proportion of correct number of classifications
to the total number of scores, which is 150−26

150 ≈ 83%, or as having the ability
of predicting one out of three species correctly and the remaining two with
100−26

100 ≈ 74% accuracy.
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Multi-block PLS

Multi-block refers to X or both X and Y matrices consisting of several sub-
matrices. These can be scaled differently, i.e., have separate weighting schemes
concerning variance within and between blocks. The purpose of simultaneously
analyzing several blocks is to allow a complex system being represented and
analyzed according to interdependencies among the predictor matrices as well
as between the predictor and response matrices. This detailed interpretation is
favourable when monitoring e.g., chemical processes [23], where each successive
step produces a data block. Multi-block PLS (MBPLS) enables a quick overview
and offers a possibility to examine which variables in which block deviate from
the expected. MBPLS is also applied in e.g., metabolomics and food and soil
science [26].

The MBPLS algorithm (4.1) is largely similar to the PLS algorithm. First,
a column of Y , u, is regressed on each X block resulting in as many weight
blocks wT

B (step iii). But then four major differences appear: the first is step
(vi) where the individual t blocks are concatenated to one block T = (t1 . . . tB).
The second difference is step (vii) where weights for the total system wT is cal-
culated. The third is step (viii) which gives scores for the total system tT . The
fourth difference concerns scaling: in step (v) the block scores tb are divided by
the square root of the number of variables in the block.

For the deflations step several strategies have been proposed, but Westerhuis
et al. [23] recommend that the deflation step is done using the so-called super
score matrix from (ix).

Although successfully applied in several fields, Westerhuis et al. ([23]), shows
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MBPLS algorithm for one Y matrix
(i) Mean center and scale data
(ii) Take ustart = some yj
(iii) wb = XT

b u/u
T
u Xb = X1,X2, . . . ,XB block weights

(iv) normalilze wb to ||wb|| = 1
(v) tb = Xbwb/

√
mXb Xb block score

(vi) T = (t1 . . . tB) Combine all blocks scores in T
(vii ) wT = T Tu/u

T
u

(viii) Normalilze wT to ||wT || = 1

(ix) tT = TwT /wT
T
wT X super score

If tT in (ix) equals tT of the preceding
iteration stop, else go to step (ii).

(x) q = Y T tT /tT
T
tT Y weight

(xi) u = Y q/q
T
q Y score

Deflation, i.e. setting X and
Y equal to the residuals.

(xii) pbT = Xb
T tT /tT

T
tT Deflation with X super score

(xiii) Xb = Xb − tTpbT T

(xiv) Y = Y − tT qT

Table 4.1: MBPLS algorithm (adapted from Westerhuis et al. [23]).

that the results of MBPLS for two blocks can be obtained using the standard
single block PLS method (Table 3.1) withX being the concatenation of the two
blocks, X = (XX) with variables scaled equally. Furthermore, Westerhuis et
al. [23] recommends this concatenation approach, which requires much less
computation, and especially if the blocks are sparse due to missing data.
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Distinct and common
variance partitions

The components from a PCA, through scores and loadings, give information re-
garding which variables account for the most variance in the data set analyzed.
Imagine performing PCA on a multiblock concatenation of matrices. Could
variance accounted for by the components be analyzed in a way that separates
variance emanating from variables belonging to a certain block and exposing
variance emanating from correlated variables between the blocks? Such variance
partitioning is the objective of the distinct and common components simultane-
ous component analysis (DISCO-SCA), ([17], [21], [22]). This method has been
used for analyzing several data blocks fused together, row or column wise. The
SCA in this context is to be seen as a version of PCA analysis whereas DISCO
is a method uniquely developed for multi-block data.

The need for separating common and distinct variation arise when data of
different origin is assumed to contain a combination of overlapping information,
which often is the case when complex systems are analyzed. Smilde et al. give
two examples: studies of smell, taste and consumer liking, and metabolomics,
clinical measurements and life-style measurements [17].
Another illustrative example comes from Kloet et al., in which gene expression
(measured by mRNA and micro RNA (miRNA)) were measured for different
types of brain tumor cells [21]. Two troublesome features complicates this ex-
ploration and were highlighted in the introduction of this thesis; to know before-
hand which variables are of interest and the fact that the number of variables far
exceed the number of observations. Add to this the fact that data stems from
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different platforms and hence show a variety of characteristics of the object un-
der study. The need for analytical methods for large fused data sets is apparent.

The idea of combining a data fusion method such as the afore mentioned
MBPLS or simultaneous PCA with a method distinguishing between distinct
and common would, if successful, enable two interpretational benefits at the
same time; revealing which variables are correlated between the different data
blocks and which are not correlated.

5.1 Definition of distinct and common

As an initial example, assume that two blocks X1 and X2 are of interest and
that PCA with two components is performed on each of them. This we denote
t1,X1

, t2,X1
and t1,X2

, t2,X2
, respectively. Assume for simplicity that each

PC can be visualized in three dimensional space. The vectors in each pair are
orthogonal and therefore spans a plane each in R3. These planes could either
be identical or parallel or intersect along a line. If the latter is the case, the line
of the intersection is defined as the common subspace [17]. The distinct spaces
are defined through direct sum decompositions:

RX1
= RX12c

⊕RX1d

and
RX2

= RX12c
⊕RX2d

,

where R denotes the spaces.
The direction of the intersection line could be parallel to one of the spanning

vectors in each pair, just one of the spanning vectors in one of the pairs, or none
of them. In either case, the common part is possible to express as linear combi-
nations of the factors, t. Therefore it is important that the common is clearly
separated from the distinct parts of X1 and X2 respectively. If there are more
than twoX blocks, the common part also needs to be specified concerning what
constitutes the common, i.e., common between every X block or combinations
of blocks.

Further separation is possible if orthogonality constraints are applied to the
subspaces. The distinct subspaces RX1d

and RX2d
can both be chosen orthog-

onal to the common subspace.
The above example is over-simplified both concerning dimensions and num-

ber of common directions (spaces). By adding one block, X3, to the example
above, intersections become difficult to visualize. The complexity also depends
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on the number of variables, and although PCA might considerably reduce di-
mensionality, these subspaces are still hyperplanes. The complexity is further
enriched if, for instance, RX12c

is chosen to have two instead of one common
component. To further add to the complexity, the common part need not ex-
plain an equal amount of variance in the blocks sharing the common variance.

How are common and distinct components detectable? The decomposition
of PCA results in X̂ = TP T . Another algorithm is therefore needed, one to
separate the common and distinct. Starting with distinct, how is a distinct
component expressed through T and P ?
Distinct in this sense means that at least one variable from one block accounts
for a not negligible amount of the total variance, where as common means that
at least one variable from one block and at least one variable from another
block together account for a not negligible amount of the total sample variance
[17]. Adopting this definition and neglecting the fact that for real data a clear
distinction is rare due to noise [17], it is possible, from the definition of loadings,
to separate distinct and common: the loadings for a variable not contributing to
a component equals zero. Therefore, the loading matrix stemming from the ideal
assumptions representing the common/distinct structure must contain zero and
non-zero elements:

Pideal =


Pideal,1

− − −

Pideal,2


=



∗ 0 ∗
...

...
...

∗ 0 ∗
− − −
0 ∗ ∗
...

...
...

0 ∗ ∗


.

The first column is connected to a component distinct for block one, the second
to a component distinct for block two and the third column relates to a common
component.

A presupposition of the DISCOmethod is that there exists a common/distinctive
structure. The user decides beforehand how many distinct and common com-
ponents the algorithm sets out to find. These two conditions compels a target
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matrix, Ptarget. For the purpose of illustration, assume, from above,

Ptarget = Pideal =



∗ 0 ∗
...

...
...

∗ 0 ∗
− − −
0 ∗ ∗
...

...
...

0 ∗ ∗


.

Remember that the loading matrix from the SCA-step normally is far from the
ideal, i.e., the elements that ideally should be equal to zero are not.

5.2 The DISCO part
First let Pconc =

(
P T

1 P
T
2 . . .P T

K

)
, i.e., the concatenation of the loading matrices

from the individual data matrices X1, . . . ,XK . The DISCO algorithm aims to
produce a transformation matrix B such that PconcB equals Ptarget as much
as possible, and then use this matrix to transform the PCA decomposition such
that it displays the distinct/common relationship. The PLS regression model
however, is intact. Then B is found through the following objective function:

min
BTB=I

||W � (PconcB − P target)||2.

The matrix W consists of zeros exclusively except in the positions correspond-
ing to the zeros in the target matrix where it has ones. The symbol � denotes
the so called Hadamard product, an element-wise multiplication. This multipli-
cation enables isolation of the entries in the matrix that ought to be zero due
to the rotation and subtraction, and hence enables minimizing.

Given B, the decomposition of X1 and X2 from the SCA step are trans-
formed according to

X1 = TB(P 1B)T +E1

and
X2 = TB(P 2B)T +E2.

The numbers of common and distinctive components are selected by an
algorithm explained by Deun et al. and is recommended for details [22]. It is
beyond the scope of this thesis however, to explain the algorithm since that it
is replaced by a novel one suitable for the method of DISCO and PLS.
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Materials and methods

One of the aims of this thesis is to perform DISCO rotation on a PLS solution
in order to investigate the interpretability of applying a distinct/common sepa-
rating algorithm to a supervised dimensionality reducing method. The material
needed for this is programming code for both algorithms for the programming
environment R [6], and data for testing the combined algorithm.

6.1 Software and data

The algorithms were implemented in open source R code. PLS analysis was
achieved using two approaches: i) Using the plsr function from the pls package
(v 2.5.0) and, ii) Using an implementation incorporated within a repeated double
cross validation, and incorporating a procedure for unbiased variable selection
[9]. DISCO rotation was achieved using R code from the STATegRa package
[18] on Bioconductor [2].

The data used for testing was also obtained from the STATegRa package.
The data originates from The Cancer Genome Atlas 1 and comprises 600 genes
and 300 miRNAs from 169 observations contained in two blocks of dimensions
169 x 600 (X1) and 169 x 300 (X2) respectively, and one vector Y containing
four cell types, classical, mesenchymal, neural and proneural, referring to type
of tumor cell.

1http://cancergenome.nih.gov
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6.2 Selection of variables and components
As a preprocessing step of the analysis and to form a basis for evaluation of
the DISCO-PLS method, a repeated double cross validation PLS algorithm
with variable selection (PLS-VS) ([24], [5]) was performed on the original data.
Thus, a subset of 32 variables were selected from X1 and 18 from X2. This is
approximately 5.6% of the 900 variables. The repeated double cross validation
algorithm on these smaller sets resulted in a three component PLS solution. This
subset of selected variables was then used for investigating the performance of
the DISCO-PLS algorithm.

For the DISCO method, the number of common and distinct components
needs to be specified before hand. Therefore the original data was analyzed
block-wise to see which cell types could be identified from a single block only
and which cell types that were poorly identified by only one block. A repeated
double crossvalidated PLS method was used and the results showed i) that both
mesenchymal and proneural were identified in each block, corresponding to 1
common component per block, and ii) poor identification for the classical and
accurate for the neural type for block one, and the inverse relationship between
the types for block two, corresponding to 1 distinct component per block. In
a three-component solution, this corresponds to a DISCO-setting of 1 common
and 1 distinct component for each block.
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Results and discussion

Biplots of observations scores and variable loadings of the three component PLS
solution before and after DISCO rotation into one common and one distinct com-
ponent for each block are presented in Figures (7.1a) and (7.1b) respectively.

The original, unrotated PLS solution (Figure 7.1a) has the exact predictive
power as the DISCO-rotated counterpart (Figure 7.1b). However, it is appar-
ent that the original solution does not provide cell type classification directly
aligned with the principle components. Moreover, there is strong evidence of
block-specific separation in components 2 and 3 (Figure 7.1a; right), but again,
this is not aligned with component directions.

From the DISCO-rotated solution, the common component (Figure 7.1b; left
and center) is clearly separating the two cell types mesenchymal and proneural
that were previously found to be well separated in subanalyses of both indi-
vidual data blocks. Upon rotation, the common component thus corresponds
directly to the previous qualitative assessment. Moreover, the distinct com-
ponents are clearly separating those cell types that were block-specifically well
separated (neural for block 1; Figure 7.1b; left, and classical for block 2; Figure
7.1b; center) completely aligned with the direction of the distinct component.
This becomes even more apparent in the biplot of both distinctive components,
in which the two common celltypes are not at all separated, whereas the block-
specific ones are (Figure 7.1b; right).

DISCO rotation gives apparent advantages in visualising and interpreting
class separation of observations based on their scores and the spread of scores
in the PC directions. An analysis of the effect of DISCO rotation on loading
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1: (a) Biplot for the standard PLS solution. (b) Biplot for DISCO-PLS
on the same data for one common and and one distinct component per block.

contributions of variables would be highly desirable, but requires a biological
analysis beyond the scope of this thesis. The following, however, is worth noting;
the DISCO rotation forces loadings to zero in distinctive, complementary blocks,
but does not force the block-specific loadings in any particular direction in the
common component. In (Figure 7.1b; left) the directions of the block 1 loadings
are evenly spread. The same applies for block 2 loadings in (Figure 7.1b; center).



Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

In this thesis it has been shown that a method separating distinct from common
variation is applicable to a PLS solution in a newly developed DISCO-PLS algo-
rithm. Biplots of DISCO-PLS showed that, contrary to standard PLS, observa-
tions score gradients were both orthogonal and well-aligned with the component
directions. This new approach has potential to enhance the interpretability
in joint multiblock data analysis by taking into account both complementar-
ity and commonalities between multiple blocks. Furthermore, the DISCO-PLS
algorithm showed a direct partitioning of variable loadings to block-distinct
components, which again was not equally apparent in a standard PLS. Taken
together, the results obtained suggest an improved potential for visualization
and interpretability of multiblock PLS results. However, the effects of DISCO-
PLS on the interpretability of variable loadings requires deep biological OMICs
knowledge and thus remains to be investigated.
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